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Abstract.  This paper proposes a conceptual model for privacy policies that 
takes into account privacy requirements arising from different stakeholders, 
with legal, business and technical backgrounds. Current approaches to privacy 
management are either high-level, enforcing privacy of personal data using le-
gal compliance, risk and impact assessments, or low-level, focusing on the 
technical implementation of access controls to personal data held by an enter-
prise. High-level approaches tend to address privacy as an afterthought in ordi-
nary business practice, and involve ad hoc enforcement practices; low-level ap-
proaches often leave out important legal and business considerations focusing 
solely on technical management of privacy policies. Hence, neither is a panacea 
and the low level approaches are often not adopted in real environments. Our 
conceptual model provides a means to express privacy policy requirements as 
well as users’ privacy preferences. It enables structured reasoning regarding 
containment and implementation between various policies at the high level, and 
enables easy traceability into the low-level policy implementations. Thus it of-
fers a means to reason about correctness that links low-level privacy manage-
ment mechanisms to stakeholder requirements, thereby encouraging exploita-
tion of the low-level methods. We also present the notion of a consent and 
revocation policy. A consent and revocation policy is different from a privacy 
policy in that it defines not enterprise practices with regards to personal data, 
but more specifically, for each item of personal data held by an enterprise, what 
consent preferences a user may express and to what degree, and in what ways 
he or she can revoke their personal data. This builds on earlier work on defining 
the different forms of revocation for personal data, and on formal models of 
consent and revocation processes. The work and approach discussed in this pa-
per is currently carried out in the context of the UK collaborative project En-
CoRe (Ensuring Consent and Revocation). 
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1 Introduction 

Enterprises manage and administer huge sets of personal data which are collected as 
part of normal business practice. This process is complex and involves meeting a wide 
range of requirements, including the need to satisfy data protection and privacy laws, 
as well as any service requirements made by the enterprise or the consumer. Often 
such requirements are captured in the form of a policy or policies. However, there is 
not yet a unified view of the many and varied approaches to policy description and 
enforcement used in an enterprise. This makes it hard to guarantee that the combina-
tion of the various implementations does indeed meet all the requirements being made 
of the enterprise and is aligned with the law. Furthermore, the process of assessing this 
alignment is subject to human error.  

In general there are two extreme approaches to management and enforcement of 
privacy policies. There is firstly a pragmatic approach, driven mainly by risk assess-
ment and risk management and tailored to current business practices. It involves identi-
fying suitable high level policies and points to act on, but then typically requires the 
deployment of pragmatic control points, which are very dependent on the specific 
scenario/environment. The control points enforcing policies are often hardcoded within 
applications and services in an ad hoc way, and so cannot easily be reused in different 
scenarios and organisational contexts  - but this remains the norm in business practice 
today. Secondly, frequently research in this space tends to focus instead on a purely 
technical approach and narrowly propose yet another language or formal model for 
security, access control or obligation policies without taking into account legal, busi-
ness and operational requirements. Hence, related policy languages might be too ge-
neric or detached from real requirements; often these languages and models are of 
interest to the research community but seldom widely adopted in real environments. 
We believe that there is a major gap between the two approaches and that there is a 
unique opportunity to combine aspects of each and provide mechanisms to bridge the 
two.  

Our approach is to develop a conceptual model rich enough to describe high-level 
policies typically expressed in natural language, and structured to support their refine-
ment and mapping into low-level technical policies for practical enforcement in an 
information system. In the EnCoRe (Ensuring Consent and Revocation) project1, we 
are exploring this approach while specifically focusing on an important aspect of pri-
vacy: the management of data subjects’ (users’) preferences with regard to the han-
dling of their personal data. In EnCoRe such preferences actually equate to expressions 
of consent and revocation relating to rights to handle and process personal data. En-
CoRe is exploring and demonstrating ways of handling consent and revocation policies 
in three key areas affecting people: enterprise data management, biobanks and assisted 
living. 

While privacy policies mostly describe an enterprise’s personal data handling prac-
tices, there is no commonly accepted way of stating clearly to customers whether (and 
which) mechanisms for granting and revoking consent for personal data are provided. 
In other words, what is desirable is a description of exactly which controls an enter-
prise provides to its customers. In this paper we call such a description a consent and 
revocation policy. 

                                                           
1 See http://www.encore-project.info. 
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There is good reason for consent and revocation policies to be expressed in a ma-
chine-readable form, in a manner analogous to website privacy policies [8, 26], for 
then enforcement can be fully automated; our aim here is not to define the syntax of 
such policies, rather their structure and general characteristics.  

Consent and revocation appear in many different forms, and the relationship be-
tween the two concepts is rather subtle. For instance, they are not symmetric: it is pos-
sible for an individual to revoke personal data for which consent has not been given (in 
Section 6 we will refer to this as consentless revocation). Consent itself is not a simple 
yes/no (“store this data” or “do not store this data”), but has many subtly different 
gradations, depending on the type of data it refers to. 

2 Policy Layers and Dependencies in Organisations 

Organisations need to cope with a variety of policies and constraints that emerge from 
many different sources, including legislation (national and international), societal ex-
pectations, business requirements and (where appropriate) individual preferences ex-
pressed by users and customers. We concern ourselves here specifically with those 
policies relating to the handling of personal data and privacy.  

Whilst privacy requirements are in general context dependent, we believe that there 
are a core set of privacy concepts which are common and underpin the various controls 
designed to deliver privacy against this varying set of requirements. They are, in effect, 
a tool box which can be utilised depending upon the unique requirements of the situa-
tion. But, due to the heterogeneity of the policies and of the languages used to express 
privacy requirements, it may not be always obvious which core privacy concepts are 
actually being utilised. However, if these are clearly identified, we will be able to bet-
ter formalise and classify privacy-related policies, laws and technical solutions ena-
bling a simplification and easier re-use of the technologies and methodologies de-
signed to implement such policies. Further, the extraction of such core privacy con-
cepts might make it easier to compare privacy legislation with the technical implemen-
tation of privacy constraints in a product. 

We consider policies to fit within a layer model which in itself represents a hierar-
chy of policies. In this model, high-level policies express general requirements and 
rights that individuals have with regards to their privacy, as embodied typically in the 
law, business and regulatory requirements as they contain general constraints on busi-
ness practice with regards to personal data. At the highest level of the classification, 
there is a set of requirements which are set out by international agreements and direc-
tives, such as the European Data Protection Directive or the EU Safe Harbour agree-
ment. Further, many countries have national data protection legislation, such as the 
Data Protection Act 1998 in the UK, or HIPAA, GLBA, SB 1386, COPPA and various 
State Breach laws in US. With regards to regulation in particular, there are export and 
transborder flow restrictions on personal data that need to be enforced. Privacy laws 
and regulations constitute the topmost layers of policy hierarchy regarding personal 
data with which an enterprise must comply. Such policies are often expressed in natu-
ral language as is typically the case with related data subjects’ preferences. 

At this high level of abstraction, security requirements may include adherence to 
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) for financial reporting, or the PCI Data Security Stan-
dard (DSS). These may be refined to a set of policies at a lower level. Similarly, busi-
ness requirements include contractual obligations, information lifecycle policies and  
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Fig. 1. The different layers in which privacy policies are implemented. 

the enterprise’s own internal guidelines. All of the above influence how personal data 
is collected, stored and administered. 

Low-level policies are those which describe how privacy requirements are imple-
mented in a particular piece of hardware, or in software that handles personal data. 
Such policies comprise detailed conditions on how particular data may be handled 
within a system: often these are just statements prohibiting particular accesses of the 
data, in which case they are referred to as access control policies. 

At lower levels there are various operational and technical policies that are machine 
readable and enforceable by policy management frameworks, e.g. [1,4,6,19]. Among 
these there will be policies expressing how a particular class of data is to be treated and 
these are only specific to the data, not to the system implementing the policies. Even 
more low level will be policies that are system-specific, and cannot be ported directly 
to other privacy-preserving platforms. For instance, policies specific to a particular 
health information system may contain specialized fields that do not exist in other 
similar systems. Figure 1 below is a diagrammatic representation of the different layers 
within which privacy policies are implemented. High level policies relate to the layers 
from the “Application/Service Layer” and above shown in Figure 1, while the layers 
below can be considered as low level policies. The preferences of a data subject are 
high level policies that lie between the Business Layer and the Legal Layer. 

What is clear from the above analysis is that the origins of privacy requirements 
which an enterprise has to meet are very diverse, and they arise at many different lev-
els of abstraction. In an ideal world, lower level policies should always be the result of 
refinements, or special cases, of the higher level ones.  In the real world, high-level 
requirements change over time. Data subjects and data controllers (service providers) 
exercise choices relating to their preferences and risk appetites. This makes it impossi-
ble for a system to always be a correct refinement of requirements, as it will take time 
for choices to be implemented. It will be for the data subjects to decide whether they 
are being offered appropriate service levels regarding the response to their choices, and 
for service providers to determine what level of guarantee is appropriate for their busi-
ness model. Law and regulation will also evolve over time, although much more 
slowly and in a manner which should give enterprises sufficient time to ensure that 
they are addressing (or at least attempting to address) changes to related policy re-
quirements. Privacy requirements are so heterogeneous that is not always possible to 
treat them  
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Fig. 2. Policy layers versus description and enforcement approaches. 

consistently, and yet it is necessary to ensure that all these assorted requirements are 
simultaneously met for the correct functioning of society.  

A key assumption in our definition of a hierarchy, as opposed to a loose grouping 
of policies by theme and/or level of detail, is that there is a relation of containment 
between the different levels described. (In any enterprise, it should be possible to 
automatically check that this containment holds.) It should often be the case that 
higher-level policies express requirements that should be made more explicit (refined) 
in lower-level ones. In that sense, higher level policies contain requirements expressed 
at the lower levels, albeit in a more abstract or generic form. This justifies their place-
ment at the upper level of the hierarchy. The more formally a policy can be expressed, 
the more chance we have of creating automatic enforcement mechanisms reusable 
technology. However, there will always be policies which are, by design, open to in-
terpretation and requiring human intervention.  

One might classify current research in privacy policy description, management and 
enforcement using Figure 2. The vertical axis represents the varying levels at which 
policies are expressed at ranging from high-level (legal, regulatory) to low level (secu-
rity/access control policies and user preferences). The horizontal axis characterises the 
degree to which policies are formalised, ranging from natural language to machine 
readable formats. 

A significant amount of research falls into quadrant III. This is no surprise as the 
development of policy languages goes hand in hand with the development of machine 
readable descriptions of low-level technical policies.  

It is evident from the figure that there are many other viewpoints and levels of ab-
straction that are of concern in policy management, and that there is scope for much 
work in the areas labelled as quadrants I, II and IV.  

Quadrants II and III pertain to the low-level policy implementations and the degree 
to which they directly implement requirements expressed in natural language versus 
machine readable formats. Specifically, we see that there is a research opportunity 
providing a link between natural language requirements and policy implementations 
(II), whereas those requirements expressed directly into machine readable formats are a 
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good fit (III). In reality we expect most requirements to begin life in II and that system 
implementations find ways of pulling these into III. Our conceptual model is designed 
to provide a formal framework within which traceability between requirements ex-
pressed in II can be linked to corresponding requirements in III. 

Quadrants I and IV pertain to mapping of high-level policies directly into machine 
readable formats. Here the research question is to understand just how much of this 
kind of policy is ambiguous and requires context-dependent human intervention. We 
focus on ensuring that our conceptual model is rich enough to describe all of these 
high-level policies, so that where core privacy requirements can be identified we can 
directly map into formalised machine readable formats to support technology controls. 

The specific area of management of privacy policies, security constraints, consent 
and revocation [2] is of particular interest because it is at the intersection of legislation, 
user requirements and management of privacy and security technical policies within 
and across organisations. What is particularly desirable is to devise an intermediate 
representation of policies that embodies high-level requirements whilst being directly 
translatable to (potentially existing) low-level policies or access control languages such 
as XACML [5], EPAL, P3P [3], P-RBAC [6], PRIME [24] and the like. Such a repre-
sentation should not be tied to a particular implementation language.  

It may be argued that our definition of a hierarchy for privacy policies is arbitrary, 
as the level of detail contained in privacy-related documents, from international legis-
lation down to business and regulatory policies, varies substantially by domain of ap-
plication. It is the case that how the hierarchy is defined is heavily context-dependent. 
Our classification is based on research within EnCoRe, taking into consideration pri-
vacy requirements coming from a variety of sources (including legal, social and tech-
nical ones) related to the following scenarios: 

• Employee data held within an enterprise 
• Biobanks 
• Assisted living 

We expect that these case studies will guide our intuition regarding a core, common 
set of privacy requirements, and hence suggest the evolution of our conceptual model. 
We note here the previous work by Samarati et al. [27] which treats further the divide 
between high-level policies and low-level enforcement mechanisms. 

3 Towards a Conceptual Model 

The examples of policy rules we have given so far demonstrate several different 
forms that privacy requirements take in real business applications. It is desirable to be 
able to automatically enforce as many policy rules as possible; for this, a machine-
readable representation of the different forms of requirements is necessary. However, 
the purpose of a conceptual model is to provide a representation that enables human 
systematic reasoning about policies while at the same time being convertible into 
machine-readable code. 

A conceptual model defined in a strict mathematical way would have the benefit 
of being completely unambiguous, but it would likely be too restrictive, especially if 
it is intended to capture privacy laws and regulations. A more flexible approach 
would be to describe privacy requirements in a semi-formal manner. One can be very 
systematic and formal about the purpose of different policy rules, and in terms of 
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syntax it should be possible to identify the main patterns of usage that occur in pri-
vacy requirements.  

To illustrate this last point: above we identified policy rules as typically having the 
structure if <some condition is met> then <action1> else <action2> (the else part 
being optional). The syntax and semantics of the conditions and actions allowed in 
such rules are essentially informal. However, our analysis shows that there are at least 
the following core set of rule types: 
• notification rules: such rules describe when and how data subjects should be 

notified regarding accesses, uses, and transfers of their personal data. Such rules 
appear in low-level policies – forcing an implemented system to send email or in-
stant messages when a condition is triggered – as well as in high-level policies 
and legislation: the Data Protection Act, for example, specifies that data subjects 
can make subject access requests (SARs), forcing a data controller to notify them 
of any data held about them, for which purposes, and with whom this data has 
been shared.  

• access control rules: such rules specify who can access data held by an enter-
prise; for instance, personal data about employees should only be available to the 
HR department and to the employees (on an individual basis). The standard if-
then-else structure of access control rules was first identified by Bonatti et al. 
[28]. 

• update/creation rules: these rules express who is permitted to modify personal 
data that is held, and under which conditions. The right to update data or even 
create new data is usually reserved for the data subject, and certainly such a right 
exists in legislation. Rules specifying who can perform such changes to data held 
typically take into account the role of the parties making them (cf. role-based ac-
cess control).  

• protection rules: there will be rules specifying protections on particular data, 
usually protections of a technical nature, such as encryption. These are most eas-
ily described in technical, low-level privacy policies, since the parameters and al-
gorithm for encryption can be explicitly defined; however, requirements for en-
cryption are increasingly found in privacy regulation and company privacy poli-
cies. 

• obligation rules: these are rules specifying a data controller’s commitment to 
implement a future policy decision, or to apply a particular rule (e.g. forcing the 
deletion of data at a particular date). Obligation management in information sys-
tems is a subject in its own right, and we are still studying this aspect. 

 
These rule types are the essence of our conceptual model, and provide a natural 

means of expressing both high-level policies and setting requirements for low-level 
implementations. They enable the expression of actions associated with granting and 
revoking consent for the use of personal data. 
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4 How Consent and Revocation are Perceived by Different 
Stakeholders 

This section provides an informal overview of how the concepts of consent and 
revocation (and related policies) are perceived and dealt with by the key stakeholders, 
notably organisations, data subjects and regulators. The remaining part of the paper 
will then primarily focus on the data subjects’ perspective. 

Conceptually there are several layers of abstraction of policies, ranging from hu-
man readable high-level policies to semi-formal representations (which are actionable 
by humans while also being translatable into operational policies), to machine-
readable policies that are not usually intended to be exposed to users. This also ap-
plies to consent and revocation policies, which specifically deal with the handling of 
personal and confidential data based on privacy preferences and constraints driven by 
data subjects and legislation.  

Different stakeholders have different priorities and views of consent and revoca-
tion, as described below. 

 
Organisations. Organisations have a pragmatic view about consent and revocation. 
Incorporating these processes into their business practices requires effort and invest-
ment, esp. to provide necessary enforcement mechanisms; also potential liabilities, in 
case of failures, are introduced. 

Because of this, it is common practice that these policies are represented in the 
form of opt-in or opt-out choices for end users – as these are simple to handle and not 
requiring complex enforcement mechanisms. In addition, consent and revocation 
policies are just a small part of the overall set of policies organisations need to take 
into account, for example business policies, security policies, compliance policies, 
etc. 

Current legislation enables organisations, in some circumstances, to bypass the 
need to obtain consent (and revocation) from end-users, based on “fair usage”. Of 
course organisations need to take into account the trade-off between carrying on with 
the current minimalistic data management practice and the increasing interest and 
willingness of end-users to obtain control over their data. 

EnCoRe is exploring how to ease the pain in dealing with consent and revocation 
management and the enforcement of related policies hence hoping to shift organisa-
tional behaviour towards a more privacy-friendly approach. 

 
Data Subjects (End-Users). From the point of view of a data subject, or end-user, if 
an enterprise provides consent and revocation controls, it increases that user’s choice 
regarding how his or her personal data is handled. We are interested here in the point 
of view of the end-user, and in Section 7 we argue that an enterprise can define its 
own consent and revocation policy, as a way of informing end-users of the choices 
available to them. 
 
Regulators. Regulators have been very active in providing laws and legislation con-
cerned with the management (collection, processing and disclosure) of personal data. 
Laws are usually abstract and primarily focus on the circumstances in which consent 
might be necessary.  On the other hand the concept of revocation is fuzzy and not 
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properly addressed. As a consequence, policies that derive from these laws and legis-
lation do not properly address these aspects and in particular meeting the expectations 
of the end-users. 

5 Forms of Consent and the Notion of a Consent Variable 

With regard to an individual’s personal data, there are four principal things for 
which an enterprise or other data collector requires that individual’s consent: 

• collection of data, 
• processing of data,  
• sharing of data. 

Collection of data refers to the initial process by which data is acquired and stored 
on the enterprise’s information system. Processing includes any access of the data that 
has been collected and is characterised by a stated purpose (e.g. research, marketing, 
aggregation to derive average customer habits). Data may be shared – internally and 
externally (e.g. to third parties) so that it can be processed, often elsewhere than the 
site of data collection.  

Thus, consent may be defined as a wish for a datum d to be collected, processed, 
shared, or any combination of the above. This definition is too coarse, however, for it 
does not account for subtleties such as these: 

• It may be desired to restrict data collection so that it occurs only in one coun-
try, so that it is subject to that country’s privacy legislation. 

• It may be desired that consent lasts for only a fixed period of time. 
• It may be desired to restrict processing of data so that it is used for only cer-

tain stated purposes. 
• It may be desired that the data is shared with only particular parties, and to 

banish uses of the data by others. 
Thus we claim that consent is parameterised by certain quantities referred to as 

consent variables. As examples we consider: time t for which consent is granted, 
volume v of data for which consent is granted, the set S of allowed purposes (stated 
purposes for which consent is granted), the set Π of parties who may access the data. 

Thus, consent is fully determined when there are specified: 
• the task for which consent is given (collection, processing, sharing, or any 

combination thereof) 
• for this task, the values of the consent variables of interest. 

From this one can extract a mathematical definition of consent and develop a hier-
archy of its different forms. Formal models of consent and the attendant logic are 
addressed in our other work [26]. 

6 Forms of Revocation 

Revocation corresponds to the withholding or withdrawal of consent. It is mani-
fested in its simplest form as deletion of data, although there are many variations of 
revocation, as listed below (from [8]): 
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1. No Revocation At All: Personal data remains static, and once it has been dis-
closed, it is either physically impossible to revoke (how could ever revoke reputation) 
or prohibited for various reasons (e.g. law-enforcement, data from police’s DNA 
database). 

2. Deletion: Data are completely erased and cannot be retrieved or reconstituted in 
any way. 

3. Revocation of Permissions to Process Data: Data subjects withdraw consent 
that would enable an enterprise to process or analyse their personal data for a speci-
fied purpose. 

4. Revocation of Permissions for Third Party Dissemination: Data subjects 
withdraw consent that would enable an enterprise to disclose information to a third 
party. 

5. Cascading Revocation is a variation on any of the above kinds of revocation, 
whereby the revocation is (recursively) passed on to any party to whom the data has 
been disclosed. Through this mechanism, data subjects are able to revoke data by only 
contacting the enterprise that they disclosed their data to originally. 

6. Consentless Revocation: Personal data for whose storage and dissemination no 
consent has been explicitly given by the user, but which may need to be revoked. 
Again, any of the fundamental types of revocation may be invoked. The need to re-
voke consentless data emerges mainly when a breach in privacy has occurred. In the 
italics below we describe a characteristic example of consentless revocation.  

7. Delegated Revocation: This is a kind of revocation which is exercised by a 
person other than the individual concerned, such as an inheritor or parent/guardian. 

8. Revocation of Identity (Anonymisation): Data subjects may be happy for per-
sonal data to be held for certain purposes so long as it is not linkable back to them 
personally. Anonymisation may be regarded as a variant of revocation, in that data 
subjects request a change to data held so that it is no longer personally identifiable. 

These forms of revocation should be available as actions that individuals can per-
form on personal data held about them by an enterprise. 

7 Defining Consent and Revocation Policies 

Having enumerated and explained the main forms and variants of consent and 
revocation, we are in a position to define the notion of a consent and revocation pol-
icy, whose purpose is to enable an enterprise to inform customers of: 

a) what consent is required of them for each data field, and 
b) which revocation types are available to them should they wish to exercise 

control over their personal data. 
Thus, a consent and revocation policy is defined over a set of data  as 

a set of tuples 

 
where the  define together a value of consent (specifying collection, 

processing and dissemination rights respectively), and  is a set consisting of the 
names of allowed revocation types. 
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As an example, consider this policy over : 

 
 

What this policy specifies, assuming the only consent variable of interest is the 

time for which data is held, is that consent is required to enable the collection of  
for 30 days and its dissemination for 10 days; furthermore,  can be revoked using 
revocation types 2 (deletion) and 3 (revocation of permissions to process data). The 

example policy also states that consent to process  for 10 days is required, and that 
deletion may be performed. 

Note that the symbol – is used when one of the  is omitted. Some further 
formalisation work is needed to make the definitions more rigorous, but we believe 
that the above presentation is sufficient for our purposes here. 

An enterprise is likely to require stipulations on the minimum consent a customer 
can provide for each data field. In other words, rather than stating in a policy specific 
consent values that an enterprise needs from a customer, it may be desirable to specify 
a range of values. We regard this as a direction for further investigation. 

8 Conclusions and Future Work 

We have discussed in this paper issues to do with the description, management 
and enforcement of policies in organisations. Specifically we highlighted the gap 
existing from a high-level approach to policies driven by risk and privacy impact 
assessment and low-level technical policies. 

We strongly believe this gap needs to be filled to enable continuity of require-
ments and constraints across all these levels and enable proper enforcement of poli-
cies. To achieve this we proposed the adoption of a conceptual policy model, to en-
able reasoning and mapping of concepts at lower levels of abstraction. 

We have in this paper explained the significance of consent and revocation prefer-
ences for personal data, and introduced the notion of a consent and revocation policy. 
We have described in detail the different aspects of the notions of consent and revoca-
tion respectively, and explained how an enterprise can define policies that make clear 
what options are available to a customer in terms of controlling his or her personal 
data.  

Our future work will seek to validate and refine our conceptualisation of a policy 
hierarchy, specifically with a view to ensuring that our conceptual model for privacy 
policy is rich enough to cater for all needs. We will develop a complete conceptual 
model encompassing a formal syntax and semantics. We will also investigate the util-
ity of the conceptual model by application to case studies, initially within the EnCoRe 
project. We hope to be able to identify core privacy properties across the case studies, 
which can be easily mapped into reusable low-level control mechanisms. We also hope 
that this will offer opportunities to simplify the human interfaces, and reduce the 
amount of human intervention required making it simpler and more cost effective. 

There is much further work to be done on consent and revocation policies, most no-
tably refining the definition of the , so that the revocation types include parameters 
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analogous to consent variables. In practical terms, we expect to link consent and revo-
cation policies to a real-world access control language, such as XACML, so that en-
forcement of consent and revocation can be done programmatically. There are also 
considerations to do with the internal consistency of such policies, such as preventing 
conflicts or incompatibilities between the consent requested and the revocation types 
made available. 

We believe that it is essential to incorporate consent and revocation controls in en-
terprise information systems that handle personal data, and that the deployment of 
consent and revocation policies across such systems is a useful means of ensuring that 
the privacy preferences of individuals will be respected. 
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